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Introduction
●
●

●

Last two decades have seen a rise of computational tools developed by software
developers and biologists for synthetic biology
Many types:
○

Optimizing constructs for manufacturability

○
○

Enabling design of genetic circuits
Redesign of protein-coding genes for expression

My focus: To examine gene optimization computation tools and to analyze their
efﬁcacy in performing synthetic gene optimization

Gene Editing
Genome editing (also called gene editing) is a group of technologies
that give scientists the ability to change an organism's DNA. These
technologies allow genetic material to be added, removed, or
altered at particular locations in the genome

Figure 2. Top down view of why gene optimization (part of synthetic biology) is important. (Microbial Electrochemical and Fuel Cells, 2016)

How does redesign work with tools?
1.
2.

The ﬁrst step is to retrieve the natural DNA sequence of letters across a chromosome
Choose an appropriate tool that performs the wanted optimization features
Examples of these include:
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Everytime it sees the letter series TAG change it to TAA
Delete a class of genes referred to as tRNA genes from their positions
Shufﬂe the DNA sequence according the researchers desired order
Insert or Delete portions of DNA to enhance or minimize particular genes

Once the alterations and optimization is completed, then researchers can purchase DNA
chunks from companies that can be easily manipulated in a lab

Common Optimization Objectives
1.

Codon Usage Bias optimization
Altering rare codons in the target gene so they more
closely reﬂect the codon usage of host without
modifying the amino acid sequence

2.

Ribosomal binding site
Modifying the RBS sequence can improve the
translation efﬁciency and expression levels of protein
and the ﬁnal yield

3.

Restriction enzyme site and motif avoidance
Optimization in the restriction enzyme site is essentially
splicing DNA sequences at speciﬁc patterns

Figure 1. Simpliﬁcation of codon usage bias optimization

Optimization tools
1.

Simple or Single Optimization Objective (One click optimization or single purpose tools)
a.
b.

2.

MOOLTi
Codon Optimization Calculator

Multiple Optimization Objectives (Allows multiple objectives to be optimized according
to)
a.
b.
c.

DNA Chisel
GENEius
Eugene

How We Tested
Our testing methodology included doing the following:
1.
2.
3.

First and foremost a list of “alleged” feature of each program was compiled
Then, using a singular consistent gene sequence, every program was thoroughly tested
through the claimed features
Lastly, a list of features that was successfully tested was listed down

Other factors:
1.
2.
3.

Ease of Use: Consulted non-technical academics to see their comfort level with each
tool
Program Operating System: Programs on multiple operating systems were testing on
each OS separately. Only the functional OS were listed
Maintenance/Updates: Whether or not these programs were still being updated was
noted as well through documentation

Example 1: ATGme
A simple, one-click web-based optimization tool that allows the
researcher to perform DNA redesign with the following objectives
with a single click:

· Codon usage optimization
· G/C content optimization
· A/T content optimization
· Motif avoidance

Example 2: DNA Chisel
A powerful multi-objective optimization tool written in python that requires a ﬁrm grip
on the python language to perform optimizations.

Example Methods used to perform certain optimizations:
· AvoidPattern: Removes unwanted patterns from a sequence
· AvoidChanges: Prevents changes in a speciﬁed sequence region
· AvoidMatches: Removes homologies with a genome
· CodonOptimize: Codon optimizes a sequence
· AvoidRareCodons: Replaces rare codons with common codons
· EnforceChanges: Enforces a change between the input and output sequence
· EnforceGCContent: Enforces output sequence GC content within given bounds

Tools Tested
Gene Design Tool

Web URL
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